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Across

7. A sequence of single notes that is musically 

satisfying

8. Made of brass and played with a single reed 

mouthpiece

13. Instruments played on striking surface with 

sticks

14. A guitar that does not require an 

amplification

16. Group of people performing

19. A strong,regular repeated pattern of 

movement or sound

20. A clef placing g above middle c on the 

second lowest line of the stave

21. Having a feeling under control

23. The combination of notes in order to 

produce a good sound

24. An indication of what the time piece is

25. A triad meaning there are 8 notes

27. Characterized by a change

29. How high or low a sound can Be

30. An expression of An instrument but not 

exactly made with wood

Down

1. Part of the lure family

2. Highest male singing voice

3. Created or adapted to make musical sounds

4. An acoustic stringed instrument

5. Shows you which notes are sharp or flat 

throughout the song

6. A fretted musical that usually has six strings

9. What brings joy to your ears

10. 5 piece instrument

11. A group of musicians or actors who perform 

together

12. An app that allows you to play instruments 

on an apple device

15. A brass instrument used in classical and 

jazz ensembles

17. In the family of woodwind group played with 

the mouth

18. Produce sound with are

22. A guitar with a built in pickup which 

converts string vibration

26. A wooden string instrument

28. Similar to a violin

Word Bank

Piano Melody Electric guitar Music Flute

Rhythm Opera Trumpet Percussion Garage band

Woodwind Saxophone Harmony Acoustic guitar Basic chord

Pitch Compose Alto Drums Brass

Treble clef Key signature Music instruments Ensemble Violin

Cello Time signature Ukulele Guitar Dynamic


